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of industry professionals 
agree that contextual 
targeting will continue to 
gain favor amongst 
marketers

82%
TRENDS

Source: IAS Industry Pulse Report 2020 
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consumers 
recognize the 
power of context
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70%
of consumers say it is 
important that advertising is 
relevant to the content being 
consumed

POWER OF CONTEXT



Our brains navigate the world  
through the lens of context

When it comes to understanding the world around us,  
our brains rely on context cues. The images, words,  
and other elements surrounding a visual or message  
tell our brains how to interpret what we’re seeing.

In the image to the right, additional context, such as  
furniture, people, or nature, would help you 
understand  which direction the cat is traveling.

Is this cat going up or down the stairs?EXAMPLE
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Psychologist believe that 
as much as

90%
of our decision making occurs  
in our subconscious and it is  
extremely difficult for

humans  to articulate 
the true impact of  any

stimulus on their 
future  decision making
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figure 1. Iceberg
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72%
of consumers say that the content of
the page can impact their perceptions  
of ads around it

74%
of consumers say they like to see
ads that match the content they  
are viewing

60%
of consumers say they are likely to
remember a contextually relevant ad

In previous studies, IAS asked  
consumers about context

Recent IAS studies showed that when 
asked,  consumers reported that they prefer 
to see  contextually relevant ads.

Source: Power of Context, IAS, August 2020 1
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The Context Effect Methodology
Participants were asked to spend 30 minutes using an  
iPhone to browse pre-selected articles on eight 
different  sites. They were shown one article and one ad 
per site.

The digital advertisements were embedded naturally
into the feed of each article, and multiple advertising
industries were represented.

Within the eight sites,

• Four ads were shown alongside unmatched 
content

• Four ads were shown alongside content matched  
by either the article theme or message

SAMPLE ARTICLE  
HEADLINE

IN FEED AD
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Consumers evaluated content across three types of contextual matching

MOVIE ARTICLE
HEADLINE

MOVIE AD

SUMMER ARTICLE
HEADLINE

SUMMER  
DRINK AD

WORK ARTICLE
HEADLINE

MILK AD

ENDEMIC MATCH
Ad solves the problem article presents

THEMATIC MATCH
Ad and article have similar theme

NO MATCH
Ad and article are in no way related
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Key measures used to determine ad effectiveness

Ad and Brand cut-through

Detail Memory

Memory for key message,  
call to action, and  
branding elements

Global Memory

Memory for broad  
themes, overarching  
narratives, audio/visual  
elements, and equities

Emotional Intensity

Measures strength of  
emotion felt as consumers  
are exposed to content

Ad Diagnostics
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Endemic matched ads  
were the most effective in  
driving detail memory and  
emotional intensity

Endemic matched ads solve the problem  
presented by the article, like providing movie  
tickets in an article about movies.

Consumers were most likely to remember ad  
details when they matched the message of  
the surrounding article. Additionally, message  
matched ads created the highest emotional
connection, with a 43% lift in emotional intensity.

Message match ad performance across neuro metrics
Vs Unmatched ad placement

Detail Memory

Memory for key  
message, call to action,  
and branding elements

+36% +14% +43%

Global Memory

Memory for broad  
themes, overarching  
narratives, audio/visual  
elements, and equities

Emotional Intensity

Measures strength of  
emotion felt as consumers  
are exposed to content
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MOVIE ARTICLE

MOVIE AD

MESSAGE MATCH



Thematic matched ads  
perform best in global  
memory generation
Theme matched ads have a similar theme to  
the surrounding content, like a summer drink ad  
within an article about summer.

Ads with themes that matched those in the  
article had the highest lift in global memory.  
For example, consumers were most likely to  
remember summer-themed ads alongside  
similarly seasonal articles.

Theme match ad performance  
across neuro metrics

Vs Unmatched ad placement

Detail Memory

Memory for key message,  
call to action, and  
branding elements

+10% +40%

Global Memory

Memory for broad  
themes, overarching  
narratives, audio/visual  
elements, and equities
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SUMMER ARTICLE

THEME MATCH

SUMMER  AD



Matching informational ads  
to the article message has  
the highest impact
An informational ad is one which features details  
that readers have to process, such as product  
offerings or specific calls to action.

These types of ads should elicit a detail memory  
response because they require readers to recall  
specific elements in order to activate.

Informational ads saw the highest lift in detail  
memory when the ad message matched that of  
the surrounding article.

Endemic Match

Theme Match

No 
Match

60 10080 120 140

122

99

90

36%
Increase in detail memory  
with message matches  
compared to no match at all
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Emotive ads are most  
impactful when matched  
to articles by theme
An emotive ad aims to elicit an emotional  
response or particular feeling with the reader.

For these types of ads, global memory shows  
how much a reader is remembering the 
overall  idea or how it made them feel.

Emotive ads saw the highest lift in global memory  
when placed alongside an article that matched  
the theme of the advertisement.

Endemic Match

Theme Match

No 
Match

60 10080 120 140

100

123

88
40%
Increase in global memory  
with theme matches  
compared to no match at all
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Consumers prefer to  
see ads that match the  
surrounding content
The resurgence of contextual targeting 
brings  new and better technology, but also 
drives  higher consumer expectations. Not 
only do  72% of consumers say their 
perception of an  ad is impacted by the 
surrounding content,  but nearly 3 in 4 
consumers find contextually  relevant ads 
more appealing.

1 70%
of consumers want 
ads to be relevant to 
content in at least 
some way

KEY TAKEAWAYS
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MOVIE ARTICLE
HEADLINE

MOVIE AD

MESSAGE MATCH
Ad solves the problem article presents

Informational ads  
perform best when  
endemically matched
Matching informational ads with an 
article’s endemic nature elicits a strong 
detail memory  response— driving 36% 
more detail  memory than when there is 
no match at all.

2
KEY TAKEAWAYS
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Emotive ads  
perform best when  
matched by theme
Ads that aim to leave an emotional memory or  
particular feeling with consumers perform 
best  when placed within a theme-matched 
article.
Emotive ads drive 40% more global memory 
in  a theme-matched article than no match at 
all.

3 SUMMER ARTICLE
HEADLINE

SUMMER  
DRINK AD

THEME MATCH
Ad and article have similar theme

KEY TAKEAWAYS
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